to the Royal Infirmary of that City, Inspector of Anatomy for the City and County, and late Physician to the Temporary Castle-Hill Cholera Hospital. j| n the following observations, which may be regarded as the sequel of the paper in last number, I do not propose to attempt a formal refutation of the doctrine of contagion as a cause of the propagation of cholera, but merely to place before my readers such facts and arguments as may assist them in forming an opinion of the validity of this doctrine. In my account of the epidemic of Newburn, I considered the merits of this question as fully as the history of the disease then admitted ; and I have since, in various articles, entered more or less extensively and minutely into the consideration of several other points of the inquiry. I was at one time censured for not coming to an earlier decision of the question. But to this I can make various answers, which are at least satisfactory to myself, and I trust will appear so to unbiassed judges. In the first place, no good could result from any individual stating his own opinions, persuasions, and convictions, in language however strong and decided ; and I at all events was determined not to do so without personal examination of those circumstances, which must be regarded as evidence on both sides, and which only could render any opinion conclusive. In the second place, I observed that almost the whole of the public authorities and boards throughout the kingdom, had either positively declared their belief in the contagious nature of the disease, or had in this belief prescribed sanative measures and precautions; and in such circumstances, after a plain and distinct statement of facts and arguments, it must have indicated both arrogance and at the same time imprudent opposition, to say more on the subject. In such circumstances, the result of an expression of difference of opinion could do no good, and might have been productive of injury. In the third place, this course enabled me, during many months observation of the disease, to collect a considerable number of facts on the question of its mode of introduction and propagation in different places.
In the following article I shall consider, 1 st, the question of cholera being a new disease; 2d,, the mode in which the first cases took place; 3d, the mode in which the disease subsequently spread; and 4th, the question of propagation by the dead subject.
I. The first argument by which it is attempted to be proved that cholera is propagated by contagion, is that it is a new disease, and was never known in India before the year 1817, when it appeared in the Delta of the Ganges in an epidemic form. It is very singular that this assertion could ever be made, and more so that it could be repeated, after the distinct statements to the contrary by Mr Jameson. The testimony of various credible authorities can be adduced to prove, that the disease has been endemial from time immemorial in India ; and it may be even shown that it has been well known in other countries. (craX/vogtfo<; <po%y;) into the oesophagus, stomach, and bowels; in which the vomited matters are watery, and ejected with great force, and the intestinal discharges, though feculent, are fluid and mucous; in which, as the disease proceeds, the muscles of the arms and legs are cramped, the fingers become incurvated (duzruXo/ xu/jjKuXai) the nails blue (rmyjg m'kihvoi) the extremities cold, and the whole body stiff (ro oXov giyubseg,) and covered with sweat; in which urineis not secreted, because the fluids are diverted into the intestines (uvro rqg sv to evrsgov ruv vyguy f-iSTO^TSVdBug') the voice is lost, and the pulse becomes very small and frequent, as in syncope ; and in which, after continued ineffectual efforts to vomit and calls to stool without discharging any thing, death takes place by convulsion, suffocation and retching, ( 
